LEARN HOW TO

TRACK YOUR HEALTHY DIET
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BE IFF!

WHEN THE EARTH IS HEALTHY,
OUR INDIGENOUS FOODS THRIVE,
AND SO DO WE.

A healthy diet tracker can
provide an opportunity to:
• Try new healthy foods and
to eat more of the healthy
foods you love
• Look at how much
indigenous food you eat
• Learn about eating habits
and nutrition
• Live iﬀ culture

Take these steps to track
your healthy diet:

1 GET MOTIVATED
A HEALTHY
2 MAKE
DIET TRACKER

3 READY-SET-EAT!
4 TRACK
5 INTERPRET
6 REPEAT

1 GET MOTIVATED
We are what we eat... but how often do we really look at what we eat? A healthy diet tracker
gives us a chance to look at everything we eat in a week and decide if we like it or if we need
to make some healthy changes!
What indigenous foods do you already eat regularly? Which indigenous foods do you eat less
often? Which ones are your favourites? Are there any that you’ve never tried, but would if you
could? Indigenous foods are healthy… for our bodies, minds and spirits. Indigenous foods
contain all kinds of nutrients that we need to grow strong and healthy. Indigenous foods
connect us to our communities, our families and our ancestors. They also connect us to the
ecosystems around us! They give us further reason to take good care of the environment that
nourishes the plants, the animals and all our relations. Use your diet tracker to see how much
indigenous food you eat!

2 MAKE A HEALTHY DIET TRACKER
Prepare your "Healthy Diet Tracker"
notebook. it's easy:
• Stack three sheets of paper and fold
them down the middle, horizontally
• Staple as close to the fold as possible
to bind the sheets together
• Decorate the title page and the
back page
• Divide each inside page into
two sections using a
horizontal line. Each set of
two internal pages
represents a day of the week,
from Monday to Friday, and
each day of the week will
have four sections.

Tip

MONDAY

Breakfast
Lunch

MONDA
Y

Dinner

Snacks

Use colourful images
of indigenous foods
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3 READY-SET-EAT!
Now you get to have fun, eating a rich
variety of healthy and delicious foods and
a few fun snacks too. The more indigenous
foods, the better!

4 TRACK
The most important part of this exercise is that you write down
every single thing you eat for a week! Lunchtime is easy—you’ll
be at school—but breakfast and dinner can be a little trickier.
You might forget to use your tracker. The important thing to
remember is to bring your diet tracker wherever you go and
use it every time you eat. Tracking a diet is like tracking a wild
animal, you have to stay focused! If you do miss a meal or
forget something you ate, that's okay, grab your diet tracker
and catch the next meal. Remember to make it fun!

Tracking a diet is
like tracking a wild
animal, you have
to stay focused!
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5 INTERPRET
At the end of your healthy diet tracker week, take a
look at your diet trackers and highlight or circle any
indigenous foods that they you ate the previous
week. Look at the diﬀerent types of food you ate
and also the number of times you ate that food.
Compare with your friends to see what's common
and what’s popular in the community!
Market or grocery store foods can be healthy too.
What other foods did you eat that were healthy? Did
you eat any meals that weren’t so healthy? What
were they? How did you feel after eating them? Try
comparing meals... start by looking at one meal
they you had containing at least one indigenous
food and one meal they you had that contained no
indigenous foods. Which meal had a greater
nutritional value? Which meal was more fun? Why?
Work with a group of classmates (check with the
teacher) or members of your family and friends to
see what you all ate. List all the indigenous foods
you ate, and the ones you’d like to try and then
share recipes!

6 REPEAT
Use your diet tracker at various times of year to see how your diet changes with the seasons. Try
to make your diet a little healthier each week and follow your healthy choices with your tracker!

GROW IFF! CULTURE

Join the movement and share what you know on iﬀculture.ca. Share stories and pics
about your indigenous diet. Post recipes that use your favourite indigenous foods. Add
your indigenous foods to the iﬀ database of indigenous foods.
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